


Exhibition View: >>Solide Anlage (Solid Investment)<< , >>They Paved Paradise<< and >>Widerstand (Resistence)<<

Rats Roaches Pigeons People

”We already have enough dystopias behind us. Their hybrids determine 
our present. What has grown together, mutated, emerged has established 
itself as everyday figures. Executed in ceramic, steel and concrete, the 
sculptures contain allegories of what was washed up from the past onto 
the shore of the present.”

For Michèle Pagel, dystopia, as a draft of a pessimistic vision of the 
future of questionable social developments, and utopia, as the possibility 
of positive counter-drafts, seem to be discursively opposed to each other. 
However, many utopias and dystopias arise when they develop determi-
nate ideas whose disadvantages they conceal. This is politically dange-
rous and aesthetically weak in an artistic sense and prevents any attempt 
at improvement right from the start.

The two-sided lever “Utopia-Dystopia” seems rather suspicious to Pagel, 
because it becomes dangerous to any speculative fantasy, whose chal-
lenge to mind, heart and soul consists precisely in inventing the appro-
priate and ‘artful’ way to expand the respective mental horizons. This 
sometimes has to be fought for when it becomes politically and socially 
necessary, but the joke her sculptures evoke is different.

Pagel flexibly locates her often two-part sculptures between Aristotelian 
poetics and Brechtian dialectics – that means on the one hand between 
the examination of means of expression, function and effect of sculpture 
and on the other hand the consideration of socio-political dimensions. It 
is obviously important to her that both the causal relationships and the 
ethical dimensions are explicitly understandable and that the arousal of 
emotions and a critical, rational attitude are not mutually exclusive.



>>Widerstand (Resistence)<< 2023; Brick, concrete; 176 x 30 x 40 cm



Exhibition View: >>Abendhimmel (Good night white pride)<< and >>Spirit of Extasy<<



>>Abendhimmel (Good Night White Pride)<< 2023; Tile table, pressboard, décalcomanie on acrylic, tin plate; 77 x 154 x 4 cm



>>Spirit of Extasy<< 2023; glazed brick, concrete; 202 x 50 x 50 cm



Exhibition View:  >>Spirit of Extas<< and >>All Creatures Are Beautiful<<



>>All Creatures Are Beautiful<< 2023; Charred wood, pewter fittings, mirrors, glazed ceramics, metal; 117 x 60 x 30 cm (without flies)



Detail: >>All Creatures Are Beautiful<<



Exhibition view: >>All Creatures Of Beautiful<< , >>Solide Anlage / Solid Investment<< and >>They Paved Paradise<<



>>Solide Anlage (Solid Investment)<< 2023; Wooden column, bronze, concrete, birdhouse; 153 x 50 x 37 cm



Detail: >>Solide Anlage (Solid Investment)<<



>>They Paved Paradise<< 2023; Glazed ceramics, dragon tree; 180 x 20 x 20 cm



>>Sorry we are closed<<  2023 Glazed brick, concrete, wrought iron, barbed wire, asphalt 150 x 70 x 50 cm



>>Sorry we are closed too<< 2023; Glazed brick, wrought iron;44 x 35 x 7 cmDetail: >>Sorry we are closed<< 



Exhibition View: >>Sorry we are closed<< and >>Give Peace A Lance<<



>>Give Peace A Lance<< 2023 Glazed clay tiles, wrought iron; 235 x 20 x 15 cm



Exhibition View: >>Sorry We Are Closed<< , >>Widerstand (Resistence)<< and >>Give Peace A Lance<<
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